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Abstract
Whole-half-quarter are important mathematical concepts that form the basis of fractions and should be well understood for advancing mathematical topics. The aim of this study is to determine the primary school students' abstraction levels of whole-half-quarter concepts according to RBC theory. The participants of the study are six students (8 age group) from the second grade of primary school. The data of the research which is a case study were collected through worksheets and semi-structured interviews. The data obtained from interviews were analyzed by qualitative data analysis steps. The abstraction levels of students were evaluated according to RBC theory. As a result of the study, it was seen that many of the students could not abstract the whole, half and quarter concepts. It was determined that difficulties of students to abstract the whole-half-quarter concepts resulted from reasons such as not understanding the half and quarter concepts, not being able to divide the whole into two equal parts, not being able to divide one dimensional shapes into half and quarter, generalizing dividing into quarter as putting a "+", not being able to divide into four equal parts for quarter.
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Mathematics is a system consisting of ideas (structures) and relations developed as successive abstraction and generalization processes (Baykul, 2011). Abstraction is defined as a cultural activity that leads to the creation of new meanings in the process of reorganizing and restructuring known mathematical knowledge as a new structure (Bikner-Ahsbahs, 2004). Thus, understanding mathematical concepts for primary school students can often be difficult.

Abstraction is the process of vertically reorganizing previous constructs that lead to the emergence of a new mathematical construct (Dreyfus, 2007). Vertical mathematization is the process of building a new mathematical structure that incorporates mathematics itself and its mathematical
meanings and usually involves reorganizing previous structures, establishing relationships and connections between them, using a single mathematical thinking process to achieve a new mathematical structure (Dreyfus, 2007). The abstraction process consists of three observable epistemic actions: Recognizing – Building with – Constructing (RBC). According to the RBC model, the most important actions in the abstraction processes are mental actions and they cannot be directly observed. The idea of epistemic actions helps us to overcome this obstacle. Epistemic actions are the visualization of mental actions through verbal expressions or physical actions of students (Dreyfus, 2007). In this model of abstraction, which is discussed in terms of sociocultural viewpoint, it is the prevailing thought that the abstraction process has come to life with abstract thought, that the experiential thinking for scientific concepts does not lead to the formation of abstract knowledge, and therefore the dialectic rationale is necessary for the process of abstracting scientific concepts (Dreyfus, 2007; Dreyfus & Tsamir, 2004; Hershkowitz, Schwarz & Dreyfus, 2001).

The three epistemic actions in the RBC model are subjective, that is, a student can recognize a structure he has constructed in the previous activity. For this reason, the student's subjective knowledge determines which structures can be recognized and whether a particular task will lead to building-with or constructing. A structure recognized by a student may cause another student to construct a new structure (Dreyfus & Tsamir, 2004). These actions are not linear but intrinsic, in other words, the creative process does not follow the recognizing and building-with, but it simultaneously requires these epistemic actions (Dooley, 2007). The student behaviors required by the three actions of this theory in the abstraction process can be summarized as follows:

“Recognizing” action is recognizing the properties of a previously solved problem (Hershkowitz et al. 2001), explaining the results of past activities related to the subject (Schwarz, Dreyfus, Hadas & Hershkowitz, 2004), recognizing the existence of a familiar mathematical structure (Bikner-Ahsbahs, 2004). It contains recognizing a familiar mathematical notion, process or idea occurs when a student realizes that the given mathematical situation is inherent in (Dreyfus & Tsamir, 2004; Monaghan & Özmantar, 2006).

"Building with" action is using of the mathematical structure that was created before, to achieve the desired goal (Schwarz et al. 2004) and the process of combining familiar pieces of knowledge into a new context (Bikner-Ahsbahs, 2004). This action consists of combining existing artifacts in order to meet a goal such as solving a problem or justifying a statement (Dreyfus & Tsamir, 2004). It emerges not when the situation is enriched with more complex structural information, but when the students use their existing structural knowledge to deal with the problem at hand (Dooley, 2007).

“Constructing” can be expressed as the process of gathering information structures that allow information to be reorganized vertically (Schwarz et al. 2004). It is the process of reorganizing and restructuring what is recognized and known to construct new meanings (Bikner-Ahsbahs, 2004). In other words, it means bringing together elements of information to produce a new structure (Dreyfus, 2007). In the abstraction process, constructing is more important and rarer than other actions, and it
involves gathering the information to create a new information structure that is familiar to the learner (Monaghan & Özmantar, 2006). Students construct more complex structures from simpler ones, involving the reorganization of mathematical elements, resulting in a more refined structure (Dooley, 2007).

“Constructing incorporates the other two epistemic actions in such a way that building-with actions are nested in constructing actions and recognizing actions are nested in building-with actions and in constructing actions” (Dreyfus & Tsamir, 2004, p. 273). Because of nested epistemic actions of abstracting these three actions, the model is called "the dynamically nested RBC model of abstraction". According to the model, abstraction emerges through the following three steps; the need for a new structure, the construction of a new abstract structure, and the consolidation of the abstract structure through the repeated recognition and use of the new structure (Dreyfus & Tsamir, 2004). In this respect Dreyfus, Hadas, Hershkowitz and Schwarz (2006) stated that the stages of construction and consolidation are mostly intertwined and in order to support this, they studied the students' abstraction process of the subject of probability. They analyzed the mechanisms that students used to consolidate new knowledge structures and found three mechanisms that showed epistemic movements; consolidation during building-with process with constructing, consolidation during projection of constructing, consolidation and in order to recognize the structure with regard to constructing more structures during a new abstraction process. Dreyfus (2007) has added consolidation into the RBC model because of the centralization of consolidation in learning processes in such research results, and RBC + C (consolidation) model has emerged. According to this model, the constructing phase of abstraction does not mean consolidation. An unconsolidated abstract mental structure can be fragile. Consolidated knowledge has become an integral part of the student's current knowledge. The constructed knowledge is that the student uses a specific problem only under specific circumstances in a specific context. Consolidation allows the student to use abstract thinking in a fluid and safe way in a variety of situations. In other words, consolidation gives students a sense of flexibility, trust and clarity (Dreyfus & Tsamir, 2004).

The whole-half-quarter concept is a matter of critical subject that must be comprehended at a young age because it forms the basis of fractions. Fraction is also required in many advanced mathematical studies and students should experience many concepts including parts, ratio and division to fully understand fractions (Van de Walle, Karp & Bay Williams, 2012). The students come across expressions with part-whole relations such as "whole, half, quarter" in the preschool period and they interpret these phrases as different sizes (Olkun & Toluk, 2003). In addition, the researches show that the students have difficulty in learning fractions, ratio and proportion and that their comprehension level is insufficient (Alacaci, 2010; Brown & Quinn, 2006; Kaplan, İşleyen & Öztürk, 2011; Sowder & Wearne, 2006; Stafylidou & Vosniadou, 2004). The concept of fractions can be constructed on the bases of abstracting different meanings of fractions in the student (Temur, 2015). The use of multiple physical representations of translations between pictorial, manipulative, verbal,
real-world and symbolic representations in the initial comprehension of fractions significantly enhances the achievement of students in terms of fractions (Cramer, Post & del Mas, 2002). Different methods can be applied in the comprehension of the whole-half-quarter subject to attract younger students. Also, many types of research about different subjects on RBC abstraction theory have been made (Bikner Ahsbahs, 2019; Dooley, 2007; Dreyfus, 2007; Dreyfus, Hershkowitz & Schwarz, 2001; Gilboa, Kidron & Dreyfus, 2019; Guler & Gurbuz, 2018; Halverscheid, 2008; Kidron & Dreyfus, 2008; Monaghan & Özmantar, 2006; Özmantar & Monaghan, 2007). However, there is no study which analyzes the abstracting process of the whole-half-quarter concepts of students according to the RBC theory. Therefore, in this study, the primary school students' abstraction levels of whole-half-quarter subjects were examined.

**METHOD**

**Research design**

The case study of qualitative research methods was used in the study. The case study is an in-depth description and analysis of a limited system. The most important characteristic feature of the case study is the limitation of the object, that is the case of the study (Merriam, 2013). In some studies, researchers choose more than one case to analyze and compare, while in other studies a single case is analyzed (Creswell, 2013). In this study, students' abstraction levels of whole-half-quarter concepts were analyzed.

**Participants**

Participants of the study consisted of six students (8 age group) training in the second grade of a state primary school in Turkey. According to the primary education program in Turkey, the whole-half relation is the subject of the first grade of primary school. The aim of the program in this regard is "The student shows the whole and half with appropriate models, and explains the relationship between the whole and half" (National Ministry of Education [NME], 2018, p. 28). In the second grade, quarters are taught. The aim in the second-grade education program is "The student shows the whole, half and quarter with appropriate models, and explains the relationship between the whole, half and quarter" (NME, 2018, p. 34). Thus, the second grade was selected. Participants were selected with purposive sampling method from among the most successful and unsuccessful students in the class in accordance with the views of the classroom teacher. Three successful students (Ceyda, Yaren, Berkay) and three low achievers (Kadirhan, Yunus Emre, Kenan) in mathematics course participated in the study. Two of the participants were female students (Ceyda, Yaren) while four were males (Kadirhan, Yunus Emre, Kenan, Berkay). For ethical purposes, the students' pseudonyms names were used.

**Data collection tools**

To determine students' abstraction levels of the whole-half-quarter concepts, two worksheets were developed consisting of open-ended questions. The first worksheet contained questions about the
half concept and the second one was about quarter. The questions on the worksheet were prepared in accordance with the RBC theory on the basis of the opinions of the classroom teacher. Especially the examples about two-dimensional forms (such as square, triangle, rectangle) and one-dimensional shapes (straight line) were included in the worksheets. Since the teacher told that she taught the subject with examples of two-dimensional forms (such as square, triangle, rectangle), such shapes were included in the worksheet. The teacher stated that he did not teach how to divide a straight line. For this reason, the straight line (one-dimensional shape) is also included in the worksheet as a shape that students have never split half and quarter before. An interview form was also developed to determine the students' abstraction levels of these concepts based on the worksheets. The worksheets and interview form were reorganized through the expert opinions working in the field of mathematics. The students solved the questions on the worksheets and they were interviewed about their solutions.

Data analysis

The data obtained from interviews were analyzed using qualitative data analysis steps. Merriam (2013) states that data analysis has two steps in case study; case analysis and cross-case analysis. In the case analysis, each situation is first seen as a comprehensive situation within itself, the data are collected, and the researcher can learn as much as possible about the contextual variables. Cross-case analysis begins when case analysis is complete for each case. Cross-case analysis can result in a sample description, cause the theme or categories that conceptualize the data in all cases or result in a fixed theory that provides an integrated framework covering many cases. The RBC abstraction theory was used in determining the level of abstraction of the students. Interviews were analyzed by considering the epistemic mental actions required by the recognizing, building-with, and constructing stages of the RBC theory. The data were analyzed by two different researchers, the results of both analyses were compared, and the consensus of them was determined.

Reliability and validity arise from the presence of the investigator, the mutual communication of the investigator and the participants, the interpretation of data perceptions and the rich explanatory triangles, as opposed to the experimental designs described before the research (Merriam, 2013). In this study, the data collected from the students were analyzed according to the steps of the qualitative data analysis and explained in detail in the findings section. In addition, findings were supported by direct quotations from the student interviews.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

When the interviews were analyzed, it was observed that students abstracted whole-half-quarter concepts at different levels. The first student interviewed was Ceyda. Ceyda correctly answered the questions about the half and quarter on worksheets and showed in the interviews that she fully understood these concepts. Ceyda recognized the information required by the questions and she could divide the shapes into half and quarter by using her existing knowledge. The fact that she could even divide the one-dimensional straight line, which she did not know before, accurately shows that she reached the right
conclusion, that is, she constructed half and quarter concepts by interpreting and reorganizing her existing knowledge on the subject with new examples. The answers of Ceyda to the questions were as follows:

Researcher: What is half, Ceyda?
Ceyda: Half of a whole.
Researcher: So, how much of the whole?
Ceyda: We divide the whole into two pieces. And, it becomes half. The equal parts of the whole are called half.
Researcher: What do you call a quarter, Ceyda?
Ceyda: We divide the half into equal parts and it becomes quarter.
Researcher: How many parts do we divide the whole into?
Ceyda: Four.
Researcher: Can we divide the whole randomly?
Ceyda: No. They must all be equal.

Kadirhan divided into half all the shapes in the first worksheet. He divided most of the shapes in the second worksheet into quarters. But he could not divide the straight line into quarters. Figure 1 shows the second worksheet of Kadirhan. After analyzing Kadirhan's answers about quarters in Figure 1, it was seen that he divided all shapes into quarters by adding a “+” (plus) sign. However, the way he tried to divide a straight line by adding a plus sign showed that he could not comprehend the quarter concept. In fact, Kadirhan did not correctly answer any of the questions about what the whole, half, and quarters are, although he could divide all shapes into half and quarters (except for the straight line). His answers to the questions about the half and quarter showed that Kadirhan could not grasp the half and quarter and that he could divide them correctly by adding + rote. He has not figured out how the half and quarters are formed and the whole-half-quarter relationship and memorized the subject of dividing shapes into half and quarters in a formal way. Kadirhan is able to think based on the visual characteristics of shapes and cannot make any conclusion about dividing in half and quarter independently. It is possible to understand this from his expression “it becomes a quarter when we put a +”. In this case, it is understood that half and quarter knowledge was not obtained by Kadirhan and he could not abstract these concepts at all.

Figure 1. The answers of Kadirhan to the quarter worksheet
The interview between researcher and Kadirhan was as follows:

Researcher: What do you call a whole, Kadirhan?
Kadirhan: Quarter
Researcher: Can you divide this into half?
[After the student divides correctly]
Researcher: What is this called?
Kadirhan: A circle.
Researcher: What do you call a quarter?
Kadirhan: A line.
Researcher: What do you mean? Can you divide this into quarters?
[After the student correctly divides the two-dimensional shapes]
Researcher: What are these parts of the whole?
Kadirhan: Rectangular.
Researcher: Can you divide this straight line into quarters?
[After student puts a “+” on the straight line]
Researcher: Is this a quarter?
Kadirhan: Yes.
Researcher: How? What do you call a quarter, Kadirhan?
Kadirhan: Rectangular.
Researcher: How did you make the quarter?
Kadirhan: By putting a +. When we put a +, it becomes a quarter.

Figure 2 shows Kenan’s answers to the questions in the quarter worksheet. Kenan could divide two-dimensional shapes into halves and quarters. But it was seen that he could not divide the straight line into halves and divided into quarters by putting three “+”. The interviews showed that he had no understanding of what half and quarter were. He explained how he could divide the shape into quarters by saying “We put + to divide into quarters”. This shows that Kenan only memorized how to divide the shape into halves and quarters instead of comprehending the whole-half-quarter relation. The student adheres visually to formal characteristics of half and quarter in the questions and as a result, cannot make any conclusions about these concepts. It was understood that Kenan could not construct whole-half-quarter concepts.
Berkay’s second worksheet about quarter and his answers in the interviews can be seen in Figure 3. Berkay divided all the shapes into halves, but could not divide anything into quarters. His expressions in the interviews showed that he fully comprehended and constructed the half concept.

![Figure 3. Berkay's quarter worksheet](image)

The student correctly divided all shapes into half using his knowledge of the subject, moreover, he showed that he abstracted this subject by even dividing the straight line into half which was a shape he had not learned before. However, Berkay described the quarter as "quarter is a part of the whole", so he divided the shapes false on the worksheet (Figure 3). It was understood that Berkay could not construct the quarter concept. The interview between researcher and Berkay was as follows:

*Researcher:* Berkay, what do we call a whole?
*Berkay:* The entire part of a shape.
*Researcher:* What do you call a half, then?
*Berkay:* If you cut a plank of wood in the middle, you get two halves.
*Researcher:* Can you divide these shapes into half?
[After the student divides]
*Berkay:* Into half.
*Researcher:* How many pieces did you get? And, what do we call each one of them?
*Berkay:* Two halves.
*Researcher:* What is this?
*Bannon:* A line.
*Researcher:* Can you divide this into half?
*Berkay:* Yes.
[After the student divides]
*Berkay:* I couldn't divide exactly.
*Researcher:* How should it be?
*Berkay:* Right in the middle.
*Researcher:* What do you call a quarter?
*Berkay:* This, a little shorter than half.
*Researcher:* How do we divide into the quarter? If I get this piece, can I call it a quarter?
*Berkay:* Yes.
Researcher: Can you divide this into quarters?
[After he divides]
Researcher: How did you divide it?
Berkay: I divided it a little towards the front of the middle.
Researcher: Berkay, how do you divide into the quarter?
Berkay: Small, a little smaller than a half.

Yunus Emre divided the two-dimensional shapes correctly into half in the questions posed to him, but could not divide the one-dimensional shape into the half, and did not answer any questions about quarters. When asked what the half was, he answered correctly. His answer "If we divide it into two right in the middle, it will be half" showed that he comprehended the whole-half relation. The answers given to the first worksheet showed that Yunus Emre recognized and used the half concept in the questions. However, the fact that he could not divide the straight line, which was a new kind of question that he had not encountered before, showed that he could not construct the half concept and therefore could not completely abstract this concept. Also, the student did not answer any questions about the quarters. Failure to questions about quarters in the interview also indicates that the student could not obtain the quarter knowledge.

Yaren's answers to the questions about the half and quarter were as follows:

Researcher: Yaren, what is a whole?
Yaren: The whole is like a cube. If we cut the cube, it becomes a half, if we do not cut it, it becomes whole.
Researcher: How should we cut it so that it becomes a half?
Yaren: We should cut it right in the middle.
Researcher: Can you divide these shapes into half?
[After the student divides]
Researcher: What is this now?
Yaren: A half.
Researcher: How many halves do a whole consist of?
Yaren: Two.
Researcher: Can you divide this? [Showing the straight line] Can you divide this shape into half?
Yaren: It cannot be divided.
Researcher: Why not?
Yaren: Because it is a line.
Researcher: So, how should it be so that it can be divided into half?
Yaren: It needs to be a shape like a cube or a triangle.
Researcher: What do you call a quarter?
Yaren: .....

Yaren's worksheet about half was presented in Figure 4. Yaren says that two-dimensional shapes such as square and cube can be divided into half, but the straight line cannot be divided. Yaren responded correctly to the question of what the half was, she actually knows that the half should be equal two halves of the whole, but she cannot grasp how a straight line is divided. When she was asked to divide a straight line, she replied: "this shape cannot be divided". Yaren recognized the half concept and used her knowledge about the halves, used it to divide two-dimensional shapes. However,
she stated that one-dimensional straight line, which was a new shape for her, could not be divided into half. Not being able to use her existing knowledge on a newly encountered question shows that she could not construct and abstract the knowledge. Yaren did not answer any questions about quarters expressing that she did not know how to divide into quarters. Not having any familiar knowledge indicates that the concept of quarters was not constructed, too.

![Figure 4. Yaren’s first worksheet about half](image)

The abstraction levels of the students are revealed as in Table 1. As it can be seen in Table 1, it is understood from Ceyda’s responses that she constructed and completely abstracted the half and quarter concepts. While only Ceyda and Berkay abstracted the concepts of the half, nobody abstracted quarter concept except Ceyda. However, it was determined that students had difficulty in understanding these subjects, they could not comprehend and abstract the whole-half-quarter concepts in the interviews even though they could divide them correctly on the worksheets.

### Table 1. Students' levels of abstraction for the whole-half-quarter concepts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Half</th>
<th>Quarter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ceyda</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yaren</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berkay</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kadirhan</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yunus Emre</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenan</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This study was conducted to examine the abstraction levels of whole-half and quarter concepts of primary school students. According to RBC theory, the abstraction steps are Recognizing – Building with – Constructing and there are properties of these steps like “recognizing the existence of a familiar mathematical structure” for recognizing; “combining familiar pieces of knowledge into a new context” for building with and “reorganizing what is recognized and known to construct new meanings” (Bikner-Ahsbahs, 2004) as mentioned above. In the interviews, the students’ abstraction levels were examined according to abstraction steps and as a result of the study, it has been seen that most of the students could not abstract whole-half-quarter concepts.

When students’ abstraction levels were analyzed, it can be seen that most of them failed. Only two of them were able to answer the questions and abstract the “half” concept accurately. However, the interviews showed that only Ceyda could construct and comprehend the whole-half-quarter concepts correctly. It can be concluded that while a student abstracted all the concepts, many of them memorized the definitions of these concepts, but they did not understand the subject at all, they adhere to the definitions and could not abstract the concepts.

They have difficulties in learning and understanding these concepts. It was understood that difficulties of students to abstract the whole-half-quarter concepts resulted from reasons such as not understanding the half and quarter concepts, not being able to divide the whole into two equal parts, not being able to divide one dimensional shapes into half and quarter, generalizing dividing into quarter as putting a "+", not being able to divide into four equal parts for quarter. It was concluded that the reasons for these learning difficulties were mostly caused by rote learning.

Some students memorized half-and-quarter concepts as shapes (putting + to divide into quartiles), while others have not been able to make any definitions and answering correctly the questions, some of them could not generate any information even at the level of recognition. It can be assumed that these students could not abstract these concepts because of memorizing the definitions or mentally adhering to the shapes that the classroom teacher had shown in the courses before. Because students could not make any conclusions when they were asked to divide half and quarter of a different shape (one-dimensional straight line) that has not been taught by their teacher before, and they could not divide it into half and quarter. Moreover, not only unsuccessful but also successful students experienced these mistakes.

The results of the study are consistent with the Van Hiele Geometric thinking levels. This is because students can make inferences appropriate for the zero and one level they belong to according to this model. It has been understood that they could not comprehend the division into half and quarter independently of the definition of the shape being taught. As a matter of fact, in the literature, it has been found that the misconceptions about fractions are caused due to not being divided equally (Alacacı, 2010; Stafylidou & Vosniadou, 2004) and that these misconceptions can be avoided by making meaningful activities in the first, second and third classes in which the concept of fraction is introduced (Erbilgin, Şahin & Arıkan, 2017).
CONCLUSION

For the correct learning of the concept of fractions, points to note were stated in the literature. In order for the fractions to be grasped correctly, it is especially important for students to understand that the whole is divided, the pieces must be of equal size, and that a region can be divided equally into different groups (Charalambos & Pitta-Pantazi, 2007; Temur, 2015). It is aimed to accomplish effective fraction teaching by using rules of real-life situations and concrete tools instead of teaching the rules of fractions (Temur, 2015). It can be claimed that different teaching methods or computer programs can be beneficial in this regard and will enable students to correctly structure their future learning. However, there are points that need attention. The method used by the teacher should not prevent students from thinking and structuring their forms of understanding, so the teacher needs to be careful (Van de Walle et al. 2012). For this reason, the abstraction levels of students and the success of mathematics education depends on the characteristics of teacher. The teachers need to be careful to achieve the goals of the mathematics topics.
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